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Abstract
How can system constraints and phonologic output demands influence articulation in a L2speaker? When measuring durations and articulator movements for some Swedish /VːC/ and
/VCː/ words, pronounced by a Swedish and a Polish speaker, it appeared that phonological
vowel length was realized very similarly by both speakers, while complementary consonant
length was applied only by the native Swedish speaker. Furthermore, the tendency for
increased openness in short (lax) vowel allophones was manifested in analogous jaw and lip
movements in the Swedish speaker, but followed a different pattern in the Polish speaker.

1. Introduction
How is articulation influenced by system based constraints and output based constraints,
when a person uses a second language? According to the Hyper & Hypo speech theory
(Linblom 1990) the degree of articulatory effort in human speech is determined by mainly
two factors: 1) The limitations that inertia in the articulators poses upon the speech, including
the tendency for economy in effort. 2) The demands of the listener, e.g. sufficient phonologic
contrast. The former is assumed to result in unclear speech, or “under shoot”, and the latter to
“over shoot” or “perfect shot” (clear speech). According to the H&H-theory, the output
demands vary depending on e.g. contextual predictability and the acoustic channel being
used, the presence of noise etc.
From a cross-linguistic point of view, the demands of a listener are to a high degree
determined by the phonologic system of the language in question. These demands are
supposed to be intuitively inherent in the native speaker of the language, i.e. the speaker has a
clear but probably unconscious picture of the articulatory goal. What happens to a L2-speaker
in this perspective? We can assume that the L2-speaker is influenced both by L1 and L2
demands on the output, as well as by system based constraints.
Swedish has a quantity distinction in stressed syllables, manifested in most varieties as
either /Vː(C)/, or /VCː/. Elert (1964) has shown that the Swedish long-short phonological
distinction is accompanied by analogous differences in duration for the segments involved.
His study also shows that the differences in duration between long and short Swedish vowel
allophones are significantly greater (mean 35%) than durational differences between closed
and open vowels (5-15%). This predicts that output constraints for Swedish segment durations
would override the system constraints i.e. the inherent differences in duration between open
and closed vowels.
Polish on the other hand, is a language without phonologic quantity, and is not expected to
involve any output constraints on the duration of segments. Duration differences in Polish are
assumed to result mainly from vowel openness, in accordance with the “Extent of Movement

Hypothesis” (Fischer-Jörgensen 1964). A native polish speaker, who speaks Swedish as a
second language, is therefore expected to show more influence from the system constraints in
his/her Swedish production than a native Swedish speaker. In addition to the longer inherent
duration in open vowels, there is a clear connection between long/tense and short/lax vowels,
resulting in Swedish short vowel allophones being pronounced more open than their long
counterparts (cf. Fant 1959).
The present study examines what happens when a native speaker of Swedish and a native
speaker of Polish pronounce test words containing the following combinations in trisyllabic
nonsense words: long open vowel /ɪpɑːpɪ/, short open vowel /ɪpapːɪ/, long closed vowel
/ɪpiːpɪ/ and short closed vowel /ɪpɪpːɪ/.
In this study, the movements of mandible and lips are measured in addition to segment
durations, in order to compare the two speakers with regard to patterns of articulatory gestures
as results from output demands and system constraints respectively.
The question is: Will the duration of segments, produced in Swedish /VːC/ and /VCː/contexts differ significantly when pronounced by a native Swedish speaker, and a native
Polish speaker? And will the timing and magnitude of lip- and jaw-movements differ in a
significant way between the two speakers, indicating more influence from output demands or
system constraints?

2. Method
Two adult male subjects, one native Swede and one native Pole, who had lived in Sweden for
22 years, were recorded when pronouncing the nonsense words [ɪˈpɑːpɪ], [ɪˈpapːɪ], [ɪˈpiːpɪ]and
[ɪˈpɪpːɪ], all of which are possible Swedish words according to Swedish phonotax and
prosody. The Swedish speaker read the sequence of test words five times, and the Polish
speaker read three times.
Measurements of lip and mandible movement as well as speech signal were carried out by
means of Move track: a magnetometer system with sender coils attached to the speaker’s lips
and lower incisors, and receiver coils placed in a light helmet on the speaker’s head. The
device measures variation in magnetic field that can be directly related to distance between
coils. The system produces data files with articulator movements synchronized with the
speech signal.

3. Results
3.1 Segment durations
The two speakers realized phonologic vowel length in a similar way, making clear temporal
differences between long and short vowel allophones, as shown in figure 1. The
complementary long consonant after short vowel in stressed syllables in Swedish is very clear
in the native Swedish speaker, but non existent and even shorter in the native polish speaker.
Differences in vowel duration ratios, are illustrated in figure 1b, where the differences in
vowel length are seen as functions of phonological demands and system constraints
respectively. Both speakers realize phonologically long vowels with more than the double
duration of short vowels, the Polish speaker having even more difference than the Swedish
speaker. The Polish speaker made greater duration difference between /a/ and /i/ than the
Swedish speaker did. This latter difference in duration ratios between speakers is significant
(p< 0,05 ANOVA) whereas the inter speaker difference in Vː/V ratios is not.

Figure 1a and 1b. a) Durations of long and short allophones produced by the Swedish (black
columns) and the Polish speaker (gray columns). Mean values from 10 realizations by the
Swedish speaker and 6 realizations by the Polish speaker. b) Inter-speaker differences for
long/short vowel ratios and open/closed vowel ratios. Mean values.
3.2 Vowel durations and articulator movements
Two principal measures of articulator movements were taken to show possible differences
between the speakers; 1) vertical mandible displacement in relation to vowel openness and
phonological length, 2) vertical lower lip depression in relation to vowel openness and
phonological length. The pattern of jaw opening in the two speakers is shown in figure 2a.
The Swedish speaker follows an expected pattern, where the jaw movement seems to reflect
vowel openness, with greater openness for /a/ than for /i/, but also more open articulation for
short allophones than for long allophones. The Polish speaker also shows greater jaw
lowering for /a/ than for /i/, but the smaller opening for short allophones compared to long
allophones, does not reflect the spectral vowel quality, i.e. the fact that at least for /a/, the
Polish speaker produces higher F1 for [a] than for [ː]. Inspection via listening and spectral
analysis, shows that both speakers produce very similar F1 and F2 values.
The pattern of lip aperture, as shown in 2b, follows roughly the pattern of jaw lowering
gestures, except for the Swedish speaker’s smaller lip aperture for short /i/ compared to long
/iː/.

Figure 2a and 2b. Mandible (2a) and lower lip (2b) depression for long-short and openclosed vowels, produced by the Swedish and the Polish speaker.
The timing pattern in terms of lip aperture duration related to vowel duration, and time laps
from vowel end to maximal lip closure, did not show any systematic differences between
speakers or vowel types.

4. Discussion
The segment duration patterns produced by the two speakers are not surprising. Starting with
vowel duration, the phonological vowel length is a well established and well known property
of Swedish, both as an important feature of Swedish pronunciation, and a way of accounting
for the double consonant spelling. As seen in figure 1, both speakers realize long and short
vowel allophones quite similarly. The Swedish speaker, as shown in figure 1, demonstrates in
addition a substantial prolonging of the /p/ segment after short vowel, which the Polish
speaker doesn’t. The Polish speaker reports having encountered rules for vowel length as well
as consonant length while studying Swedish, implying that mere ignorance does not account
for his lack of complementary long consonant. Literature in phonetics, e.g. Ladefoged &
Maddieson (1996), gives the impression that phonological vowel length is utilized by a
greater number of the world’s languages than is consonant length. This suggests that
phonological consonant length is a universally more marked feature than is vowel length, and
hence more difficult to acquire.
The somewhat greater difference between long and short vowel allophone, demonstrated by
the Polish speaker, can be interpreted as a compensation for the lack of complementary
consonant length, which is demonstrated to serve as a complementary cue for the listener,
when segment durations are in the borderland between /VːC/ and /VCː/ (Thorén 2005).
The between-speaker difference is not surprising, since the phonologic quantity in Swedish
is a predominant phonetic feature, and can be expected to influence the temporal organization
of the native Swede’s speech from early age. The Polish speaker came to Sweden as an adult
and has acquired one important temporal feature, but his overall temporal organization may
still bear strong traces of the system constraints, concerning the duration of segments.
The differences in lip and mandible movements between the speakers could be interpreted
as follows: Both speakers produce a higher F1 for short [a] than for long [] (e.g. Fant 1959),
which typically correlates with lower tongue and mandible. The Polish speaker however,
shows a clearly greater jaw and lip opening for long [] than for short [a], which suggests that
the Polish speaker has a compensatory tongue height in [], to maintain correct spectral
quality. The greater mandible excursion in [] can not be the result of an articulatory goal for
this vowel, but could possibly be interpreted as an inverse “Extent of Movement Hypothesis”
(Fischer-Jörgensen 1964), letting the mandible make a greater excursion owing to the
opportunity offered by the long duration of the [].
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